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A new Sustainable and Social Investing Conference for retail investors and
businesses seeking to solve global challenges takes place for the third time on 27
October 2022.
Organisers of the London Investor Show, Investor Conferences UK prepare to stage
the third edition of this launch one-day conference in London, sponsored by M&G
Investments.





One-day conference, 27 October in London, aimed at private investors
Keynote speakers include Ben Constable-Maxwell (Head of Impact Investing, M&G
Investments)
Topics covered include “Where are we now? The latest ESG trends and fastestgrowing sectors”; ESG Investors’ Question Time – an open-floor session; and
“Solving the Climate Crisis: an investor’s perspective”
Event held in association with M&G Investments

The Sustainable & Social Investing Conference is the first of its kind – a one-day
conference and event, aimed specifically at private investors, to help them understand how
they can use their wealth for good effect, as well as for financial return.
Sponsored by M&G Investments, the conference provides delegates with a full programme
of panel sessions, workshops and seminars, discussing the various aspects of sustainable
and social investing. As well as drawing on the existing database of previous delegates to
the London Investor Show (by the same organisers), investors will be invited to attend from
across UK, with attendance expected to reach 2000 over the one day. Active, engaged
investors with a specific interest in impact investing.
Lisa Campbell, managing director of organisers Investor Conferences, said, “After 10 years
of running the London Investor Show, one thing that delegates were asking for time and
again, was more information on how to invest sustainably. We hope that investors find
Sustain.Social a useful day, delivering education, knowledge and guidance. A chance to
meet new contacts and share ideas. I would like to thank sponsors, M&G Investments, for
their invaluable support in bringing this conference to investors.”

The event has an impressive line-up of speakers on the day – dedicated to sharing their
knowledge and experience with investors who want to learn more about sustainable and
social investing.
And from Headline sponsors M&G Investments, Ben Constable-Maxwell, Head of Impact
Investing, said: “Sustainable and Impact investing have a crucial role to play in channelling
investment towards ‘positive impact’ companies that are actively tackling global challenges
such as climate change, pollution and inequality. As fund managers we also need to ramp
up the pressure across all our investments to improve their sustainability performance and
address their real-world impacts. All of us – both professional and private investors – have
an opportunity to use our savings and investments to support a more sustainable future.”
Ticket offer for readers
Entry tickets to the Sustainable & Social Investing Conference (Sustain.Social) cost £25.
Readers can book a complimentary ticket by using voucher code “SUSTAIN25”.
Book online at www.sustain.social.
Enquiries
Editorial

Tickets:
Investor Conferences UK
Lisa Campbell 07504 237902
Lisa.campbell@investorconferences.co.uk

About M&G
M&G Investments is part of M&G plc, a savings and investment business which was formed
in 2017 through the merger of Prudential plc’s UK and Europe savings and insurance
operation and M&G, its wholly owned international investment manager. M&G plc listed as
an independent company on the London Stock Exchange in October 2019 and has over
£370 billion of assets under management (as at 30 June 2021). M&G plc has customers in
the UK, Europe, the Americas and Asia, including individual savers and investors, life
insurance policy holders and pension scheme members.

For nearly nine decades M&G Investments has been helping its customers to prosper by
putting investments to work, which in turn creates jobs, homes and vital infrastructure in the
real economy. Its investment solutions span equities, fixed income, multi asset, cash, private
debt, infrastructure and real estate.

M&G recognises the importance of responsible investing and is a signatory to the United
Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) and is a member of the Climate
Bonds Initiative Partners Programme.

M&G plc has committed to achieve net zero carbon emissions on its total book of assets
under management and administration by 2050 and committed to reduce operational carbon
emissions as a corporate entity to net zero by 2030.
For more information, please visit: https://global.mandg.com/
END.

